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A PROOF OF THE FINITE GENERATION OF
INVARIANTS OF A NORMAL SUBGROUP

JOHN BRENDAN SULLIVAN

A fundamental theorem in the development of the quo-
tient theory of an affine algebraic group G shows that the coor-
dinate functions invariant under a normal subgroup form a
finitely generated algebra. We show that this theorem follows
from the finite field generation of the quotient field of the
algebra of invariant coordinate functions in the connected case.

Notation* Let K be an algebraically closed field and A an in-
tegral domain Hopf algebra over K. Denote by [A] the field of
fractions of A, and by G(A) the group of iΓ-algebra morphisms from
A to K. There is the natural left action (translation) of G(A) on A,
denoted by (•).

For the sake of completeness, we include a proof of a known
proposition for fields:

PROPOSITION 0. KcL c E fields. If E is finitely generated as
a field over K, then L is finitely generated as a field over K.

Proof. Let xu , xt be a transcendence basis for L over K. We
will see that L is a finite extension of / = K(xίf , xt). Let ylf ,
yn be a transcendence basis for E over /\ since E is finitely gener-
ated over K, E is a finite extension of s(ylf , yn). Since s(ylf , yn)
is purely transcendental over / and L is algebraic over /, s{yιy ---,yn)
and L are linearly disjoint over /. Therefore, the dimension of E
over /(yu , y*) is at least as large as the dimension of L over s.
So L is finite over / and L is finitely generated over K.

PROPOSITION 1. Let A1aA be domain Hopf algebras. Then

[A,] ΓΊ A = A,.

Proof. Let / = a/b be an element of [At] ΓΊ A, where a, beAt.
For the purpose of demonstrating this proposition, we may suppose
that A is generated as a Hopf algebra by α, b, and / and that Ax is
generated by a and 6. Let M be the if-linear span of G(A) f; M
is a finite-dimensional (?(A)-invariant subspace of [AJ Π A. Let I c
Aι be the ideal {c e Ax \ c i l ί c i j ; since M is finite-dimensional, I Φ (0).
If / = Aίf then fe Aί9 as was to be shown. Otherwise, from g M =
M and g*Ax = Ax for geG(A), it follows that g-I = J; so, J is a
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